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GSR 719 Research Report Seminar, Spring, 2012

Wednesday 17:35-19:25.
Instructor: Michael Wood 772-5572; <mwood@hunter.cuny.edu>.
Office and hours: (T 3:30-6:30pm; Th 4:00-6:00pm) and by appointment

Wednesdays afternoons are typically concerned with sociology departmental business. This means unfortunately
I won’t be available on Wednesdays prior to class. Tuesday is a good day –but do notify me in advance that you are
coming, and opt for later in the advising period (I also serve as undergraduate advisor). Thursday, esp after 5pm, will
probably be a good time as well.

1 Overview
This seminar is intended to be the capstone course for the GSR program; students perform data analysis and write
a professional research report. The course of study of the GSR program includes required courses in methodology,
statistics as well as substantive electives. This seminar entails putting this knowledge into practice.

The seminar is designed to offer structure, support and guidance to carry out the tasks of conceptual formulation,
data analysis, and especially organizing and writing a report. The seminar addresses the need for students to gain
practical experience applying the knowledge and art of social research.

GSR719 should be taken after the internship and required courses have been completed. Students may use data
from their internship or other dataset with sufficient sample size and number of questions for an in-depth quantitative
analysis.

2 Course Goals and Requirements
• To complete a research report (explained below) within the limits of the semester. Which means

– Subassignments and components of the research report (e.g. sampling, theoretical model) are designed to
be combined and merged into the final report. Which means: components are cumulative, and build upon
each other.

– Therefore, all subassignments and components of the report must be submitted according to dates specified
on the syllabus.

• Short presentation assignments throughout the semester, as well as interim reports and final drafts (see course
calendar).

• Active participation in weekly meetings and class discussions.

Scheduling and Due Dates
• Reports, drafts, and presentations must be submitted when they are due, according to the posted schedule. I will

not accept reports submitted late, and especially not combined or "lumped" together.

• You must complete subassigments sequentially, as specified in the syllabus. A previous assignment must be
completed satisfactorily before you may submit a subsequent assignment. If you do not submit drafts on time,
you can expect a grade of IN at the close of the semester. If an IN grade is necessary,
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3 Research Report Guidelines
The format of the research report is closer to an applied research report for a client (i.e. an ‘analytical report’ with
a detailed technical appendix’) than an academic-style Master’s Thesis with its exhaustive literature review, passive
voice, and formalized style.

You should aim to produce a report that can be used as a writing sample for prospective employers, and that will
demonstrate your research methodological competencies. For those aiming solely in a career in qualitative research, a
qualitative study is acceptable. You will likely need to obtain a review by the IRB for a qualitative study. Be advised
that, despite the gulf between “qualitative” and “quantitative” research in academic circles, these two branches are
closely interwoven in applied research. I would also observe that the career prospects for focus group moderators who
only moderate groups are more limited than for those who can cover all aspects of research methodology.

• The research report should contain a) an overview and introduction to the problem,
b) a literature review, c) conceptual model, d) research questions and objectives, e)
methodology, f) results, and g) conclusions/discussion. All tables and graphics should
be numbered and listed in the table of contents. All pages should be numbered, and all
references included on all drafts.

•The methodology section should include 1) overall description of the dataset , 2) sampling
procedure, 3) item wording and coding, 4) brief explanation of quantitative methodology
if necessary (e.g. confirmatory factor analysis or relatively new techniques). The results
section should present results in a manner consistent with the conceptual model. Tables
and Figures presenting quantitative results should be numbered successively and clearly
labelled. The conclusions/discussion section should not contain results –especially new
results.

•The results section should begin with the simple (one variable tables showing frequencies
of important variables), and proceed to the more complex –i.e. two variable tables showing
measures of association, and finally, multivariate modeling).

• The aim of the data analysis is a multivariate technique such as OLS (ordinary least
squares) regression, logistic regression, or ordinal regression. As you know from your
statistics courses, data analysis using multivariate techniques hold many advantages over
data analysis limited to two variable tables. OLS regression, and especially logistic regres-
sion should be within the skill repertoire of those of you who have completed 708 and 709.
As a (much) less preferred alternative, two variable tables with appropriate “controls” for
third variables will be acceptable for data analysis. Given that the project is an exercise
in secondary data analysis, a purely descriptive data analysis project will not be appropriate.

• Any (well, there are probably some exceptions) survey dataset may be used if a) there are sufficient cases
to support multivariate analysis (e.g. 1500 - 2500) and b) there are relevant theoretical-research questions that can be
answered with the data. Data from an internship may satisfy these requirements. But for the vast majority of students,
you may work with publicly available data featuring anonymous subjects. This includes datasets available from the
Pew Research, ICPSR, Roper Center, U.S. Government and Agencies, or other available data. (See below and BB
website for data source links)

• Students may still opt to submit a Master’s Thesis of the traditional type. However, know that if you opt to use the
more formal style, you will be responsible for that format with survey of the literature, discussion of relevant theories,
etc. This may be appropriate if you are planning to use the report in conjunction with application to a Ph.D. program.
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4 Seminar Guidelines
• The emphasis in this course is on doing and on active participation by all concerned. All seminar participants

will be expected to talk about their ongoing project every class meeting. You have had hours and hours of instruction
in methodology and statistics: now it is time to begin to apply and put this knowledge to work! I can tell you from
first-hand experience that you will get quite a lot of valuable advice and suggestions from your GSR colleagues.

• Course content as presented by instructor will depend partly on student interests and projects. However, we will
consider sampling and sampling issues; missing data and what to do about it; categorical analysis and nonparametric
statistics including understanding logistic regression and its relationship to basic tabular analysis.

• I recommend all students doing quantitative analysis to obtain a personal copy of SPSS (unless you have previous
experience with another program). The “Grad Pack” version of SPSS includes “Base” routines as well as “Regression”
and “Advanced Models” The Grad Pack sells for about $199? and can be purchased from http://www.Journeyed.
com. (go to http://www.SPSS.com/gradpack/ for more info. Another option is to rent a (renewable) 6 or 12 month
version from <e-academy.com>. There is a download and a surface mail option. The price for a new 6 month rental of
SPSS Grad Pack (version 15) has been affordable in recent semesters.

I highly recommend the Stata statistical software package, <stata.com> which is available in the 6th floor lab, or
can be bought on academic discount through our Hunter ’Graduate Plan’ at reasonable cost (contact person is Partha
Deb in economics department). I switched from SPSS to Stata several years ago, and I have found easier to use
than SPSS and more powerful as well. For example, Stata readily handles survey data based on complex samples.
Nevertheless, stay with what you know at this point so that you can complete your project in a timely fashion.

5 Schedule of meetings and tasks
Note: This schedule is revisable in light of the needs of the seminar. I have listed topics in the order that should be
helpful to most of you. Nevertheless, each of you should feel free to bring up any kind of research or data-analysis
question at any time. Class presentations are required from time to time. These should be about 10-12 min. in length.
Typically there is a continuous process of change and improvement in a research project, so that things that have
been done may be redone in light of later developments and ideas. Revision and rethinking is the rule rather than the
exception. However, since the goal here is to complete the project in a semester’s time, there is a limit to iteration and
revision.

All meetings Wednesday evenings 5:35-7:25pm. All "tutorials" listed here are *.pdf files on the CUNY Portal
Blackboard site

For class presentations, everyone is required to be ready to present on the day scheduled. However, it will fre-
quently be necessary for two meetings to be allocated to allow sufficient time for everyone to present their work. Note
that the time, and the length of the work submitted increases as the semester progresses, from 1 page, to 10 pages.

You may bring powerpoint or pdf “slides” and present via the computer system in HW 1631 If so, please bring a
few pages of handouts so the group can more easily follow the quantitative parts of your presentation.
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Schematic of Class Meetings and Assignments
Date Topics Read Assignment
Feb 1 1( ) Introduction “before class” & “putting the 5 min informal

cart before the horse” project proposal
Feb 8 2( ) Basic Ideas of Sampling sampling719.pdf 3 page (700-800 wrd)

Surveyweights.pdf prelim draft proposal
Feb 15 3( ) Types of Research, Models RsrchDesignR1.pdf Sampling procedure

TheoryModel.pdf
Feb 22 4( ) Data Prep: recodes, CodingIssues.pdf Theoretical Model

indices, missing data overviewMissingData.pdf
Feb 29 5( ) Data Prep: recodes, HintsCategorical...pdf Theoret. model, cont.

indices, missing data Your Missing Data?
March 7 6( ) Categorical data Titanic Odds.pdf “odds” excercises

analysis; nonparametric
March 14, 7( ) Categorical data See folder, Titanic analyses Full Draft 1:

analysis, cont. see also logisticdemo.pdf Vital Parts
March 21 8( ) Model Fit “Model Fit in Maximum Full Draft 1:

Likelihood Statistics” cont.
March 28 9( ) Seminar Discussion “Help my R-square

is too small” “Let me tell you about my ...”
April 4 10( ) Presenting results: from

tables to multivariate endgame.pdf Peer Review Exchange
April 11 , , , no class spr brk , ,
April 18 11( ) Data analysis and Full Draft 2

presentation cont.
April 25 12( ) TBA Full Draft 2, cont.
May 2 13( ) TBA
May 9 14(0) Special topics: by request Selected Presentations
May 16 16(
) Final Issues Final Draft due
May 23 Final draft returned individual consultations

for final edits
Monday May 30 Final submission Final submission research

research report report
JUNE 2? TBA COMMENCEMENT 2011
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5.1 Written and Presentation Assignments
All assignments –excepting the informal project proposal and the final draft– include a written document as well as a
presentation. We will not always have time to hear from the entire class, but you must be prepared to present.

informal project proposal Summarize your project in a few words –5 min. Include: overall question, theoretical
context, research question(s), data source, typical quantitative analyses to be used. I may ask you questions
about the data and what you plan to do.

preliminary draft proposal Same as for informal proposal –only now give more details. What are the general theo-
retical questions that guide the study? What are the more specific research questions? Include subheadings for
each section, and number pages. The draft proposal should be about 700-800 words.

sampling procedure Write a sampling section, based on the description of the sample included with your data. This
section will then be inserted into your final report. I will also ask each of you to present the sampling scheme
from your dataset in class –we can all learn from these presentations.

Use paraphrase, or exact quotes, but in either case do give exact citation of where the information is being
drawn. Of particular interest: a) the sampling frame, b) response rate and level of overall nonrsesponse b) strata
and clusters, c) weighting, including the purpose of weighting (perform a simple frequency table of the weights,
and show the smallest and the largest in your write up), d) effect size. All of these terms are explained briefly in
the sampling handout (BB), but if you need more detail by all means do some more research. For more details
about how to calculate nonresponse, please visit and go to the section on research. There is an Excel spreadsheet
that can be downloaded that can be used if you are ambitious. However, the dataset description should mention
nonresponse somewhere.

For sampling presentations, please allow for about 5 minutes, and bring a 1-page handout with main points
(including overall size, response rate, strata and clusters, weights).

theoretical model Formulate a theoretical model for your project, based on a review of relevant literature. The
theoretical model should present an explanation of the phenomena of interest. A graphic with lines and shapes
(a la flow chart) may help to communicate the model. Ideally a theoretical model will show theoretical concepts,
as well as the empirical indicators that constitute the empirical part of the project. All “control” variables must
be justified in terms of previous research. In other words: a simple list of variables that might or might not make
a difference is not acceptable.

Full Draft 1: Vital Parts The first full draft should include a) core questions of the study, b) theory/conceptual frame-
work, c) variables to be used and levels of measurement, d) kinds of quantitative analysis to be used. Part of this
assignment is to write a short presentation that you can share with seminar members. Bring handouts, 5 minute
presentation. (note: if you have issues with data files and software, by all means see me prior to this meeting.
I can perform conversions for you with ’StatTransfer’ which allows easy conversion among Excel, SPSS, SAS,
and Stata formats.) (Qualitative study: review conceptual framework, issues of validity and reliability and how
theses apply in qualitative research as well as in your study).

Peer Review : Submit revised Full Draft 1 Vital Parts to seminar colleague to read. Aim for about 8 pages max.
Schedule: 5:45-6:55 read and discuss; 7:00-7:25 class debriefing.

Full Draft 2: Filling In Project Overview, Research Questions, Conceptual/Theoretical Framework, Data Source and
Sampling, Measurement of Variables, Preliminary Results. Again, prepare a presentation –this time around 10
min, with handouts (1 page with bullets). and 10 page (double spaced, no blank lines between paragraphs, pages
numbered) draft copy to be submitted to Instructor (appendix may contain extra material).

(Qualitative study: all of these issues are relevant to your study, but not in the same way as with a quantitative
study. Your focus is more on theoretical generalization than sampling generalization. See Yin, Case Study
Research, Sage, for explanation of these terms.)
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Final Draft Final Draft means final draft: with all relevant sections, Table of Contents and List of Tables, Results
presented in standard format, and with all references. If page are not numbered, I will return the paper to you so
that you may enter them.

Readings, and Supplemental Information
Dataset sources

Go to the course webpage on BlackBoard, to to “tools”, then to the dataset wiki. Students from previous semesters
have added to my initial list and there are now many interesting and valuable sources listed. Some of the more impor-
tant:

http://pewresearch.org The research site of the Pew Charitable Trusts. Many high-quality surveys on
various aspects of American life. Indispensable for research on the Internet.

http://webapp.icpsr.umich.edu/GSS The one and only: General Social Survey. To say this is a rich
datasource is an understatement. But do not underestimate the time it may take to distill a particular year or years, in
order to do the particular project you are interested in. For those of you interested in trends and change, the GSS may
be ideal. But again, you will soon find that particular questions are not necessarily repeated.

http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org This is an ongoing project, along the lines of the General Social
Survey. For the first time in history, scholars can easily do European cross-national research.

Information on sampling

There are two main handouts, one giving basic principles of sampling, and the other telling how to calculate weights
for Pew data (to adjust the weights smaller so that the weighted sample size matches the actual sample size.

Useful sources about sampling include:

• “Principles of Sampling” by William G. Cochran, Frederick Mosteller, John W.Tukey. Journal of the American
Statistical Association, 49, 265 (March 1954), 13-25.

• See also the best introduction to sampling I have found: The Ideas of Sampling, by Alan Stuart (Macmillan,
1984).

• A solid overview of applied sampling is: Applied Sampling, by Seymour Sudman (Academic Press, 1976).

• A good, applied modern text is Sharon L. Lohr, Sampling: Design and Analysis (Duxbury, 1999).

• Finally, an interesting, book with a different approach is A Sampler on Sampling by Bill Williams (Math Dept
at Hunter!) (John Wiley, 1978).

Categorical data analysis, and “nonparametric” statistics.

For an overview of classical ’distribution free’ statistics and categorical data analysis I highly recommend Applied
Nonparametric Statistical Methods, 3E, by P.Sprent and N.C. Smeeton (Chapman and Hall/CRC 2001; 2E by P.Sprent
is also good). I also recommend Statistical Methods for Categorical Data Analysis, by Daniel A. Powers and Yu Xie
(Academic Press, 2000). Of course, either of A. Agresti’s books on Categorical DataAnalysis are indispensable. For
you logistic regression users, be sure to consult Regression Models for Categorical and Limited Dependent Variables,
by J.Scott Long (Sage, 1997). Professor Long’s book is especially good for explaining interpretation of logistic
regression and other statistics.
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